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Musings for Leo 

        The graphic for this month shows a fiery heart in space. I was drawn to it 

because of the strong love/heart aspect of Leo and a feeling in my own 

heart when I looked at it.  

         Leo energy is lionhearted strong and fiercely loving- perhaps in the 

way a female lion is with her cubs. People with Leo strong in their charts 

often show this big heartedness and also enjoy the love and attention of 

people and groups. Leo qualities of vitality, strength, power and 

leadership are connected to royalty as well as lions. Many pictures of the 

Goddess for example show her riding on a lion, sitting on a lion throne 

or being accompanied by lions. A lion has power and strength and 

nobility and is a positive monarch archetype. 

         Speaking from a more esoteric perspective, Leo is fixed fire and yang 

in energy. It is the only sign to have the sun as the ruler, astrologically 

speaking, on all levels - personal soul and spirit. Here we see the theme 

of the strength vitality and power blazing out on all levels. The sun is 

the monarch of our solar system realm and shines for all and LOVES all. 

So Love as well as strength royalty vitality power is the essence and a 

strong esoteric message of Leo. 



         The sun has 3 levels and is a monarch of all of them. First, there is the 

physical sun with its leonine like corona providing us with the fiery 

light and energy we need for our physical existence. Then there is the 

heart of the sun which radiates solar fire or soul fire... this is the heart 

essence of the sun which radiates love to all. When we move from the 

human kingdom into the kingdom of souls, we can contact this radiant 

love through our own soul and our heart begins to beat in oneness with 

the heart of the sun and we begin to shine for all in our human kingdom. 

When we can shine solidly in the kingdom of souls within the human 

kingdom, we may begin to perceive the spirit light or the energy of the 

central spiritual sun... the ruler of our universe. The central spiritual sun 

is the ruler of our galactic sun, the sun of our solar system and our 

internal solar sun- in fact the ruler of all suns. When we can link up and 

align with the sun we can we begin to see and feel how all hearts are 

One. 

         A project to utilise the energy of Leo as the sun passes through the sign 

might be to contemplate deeply the notion of the three suns just 

described. We could also endeavour to enter the soul kingdom allowing 

its light and love to shine and warm and change us. We could then 

imagine it shining on all who are in our field of influence or out into the 

world. This is one way among many to change yourself and change the 

world and bring forth a loving revolution.  This exercise can also be 

useful to do when we feel depressed down or lacking in vitality. Here 

we can simply sit in the light of the inner sun and allow the sun’s energy 

to re-invigorate and re-enliven us with love and Light and then 

distribute and radiate that energy to all life around us. 
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